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modern liquid chromatography of macromolecules for food scientists high performance liquid chromatography hplc is a powerful tool for product composition testing and
assuring product quality since the last edition of this volume was published great strides have been made in hplc analysis techniques with particular attention given to
miniaturization automatization and green chemistry thoroughly updated and revised food analysis by hplc third edition offers practical and immediately applicable
information on all major topics of food components analyzable by hplc maintaining the rigorous standards that made the previous editions so successful and lauded by
food scientists worldwide this third edition examines recent trends in hplc hplc separation techniques for amino acids peptides proteins neutral lipids phospholipids
carbohydrates alcohols vitamins and organic acids hplc analysis techniques for sweeteners colorants preservatives and antioxidants hplc determinations of residues of
mycotoxins antimicrobials carbamates organochlorines organophosphates herbicides fungicides and nitrosamines hplc determinations of residues of growth promoters
endocrine disrupting chemicals polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons polychlorinated biphenyls and dioxins hplc applications for the analysis of phenolic compounds
anthocyanins betalains organic bases anions and cations presenting specific and practical applications to food chemistry the contributors provide detailed and systematic
instructions on sample preparation and separation conditions the book is an essential reference for those in the fields of chromatography analytical chemistry and
especially food chemistry and food technology this revision brings the reader completely up to date on the evolving methods associated with increasingly more complex
sample types analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography or hplc the book also incorporates updated discussions of many of the fundamental components of
hplc systems and practical issues associated with the use of this analytical method this edition includes new or expanded treatments of sample preparation computer
assisted method development as well as biochemical samples and chiral separations chromatography has many roles in forensic science ranging from toxicology to
environmental analysis in particular high performance liquid chromatography hplc is a primary method of analysis in many types of laboratories maintaining a balance
between practical solutions and the theoretical considerations involved in hplc analysis forensic app completely revised to reflect the innovations in hplc from the past
decade this authoritative reference presents practical strategies for the evaluation and analysis of proteins peptides and polynucleotides offering class specific
applications for the characterization and fractionation of biological macromolecules the book contains material on organic supports size exclusion ion exchange
hydrophobic interaction and metal interaction chromatography leading experts summarize specialized detection systems provides discussions on the chemical and
biological properties of specific biomolecules include detailed guidelines for the development of analytical techniques and more food analysis by hplc second edition
presents an exhaustive compilation of analytical methods that belong in the toolbox of every practicing food chemist topics covered include biosensors bmo s nanoscale
analysis systems food authenticity radionuclides concentration meat factors and meat quality particle size analysis and scanning colorimity it also analyzes peptides
carbohydrates vitamins and food additives and contains chapters on alcohols phenolic compounds pigments and residues of growth promoters attuned to contemporary
food industry concerns this bestselling classic also features topical coverage of the quantification of genetically modified organisms in food details the principles and
mechanisms of and the equipment and optimal working conditions for the liquid chromatographic separation of well defined oligomeric species and fraction with narrow
molecular weight distribution the work provides a complete description of the applications and possible performance of liquid chromatography in the field of oligomer
separation hplc for pharmaceutical scientists is an excellent book for both novice and experienced pharmaceutical chemists who regularly use hplc as an analytical tool to
solve challenging problems in the pharmaceutical industry it provides a unified approach to hplc with an equal and balanced treatment of the theory and practice of hplc
in the pharmaceutical industry in depth discussion of retention processes modern hplc separation theory properties of stationary phases and columns are well blended
with the practical aspects of fast and effective method development and method validation practical and pragmatic approaches and actual examples of effective
development of selective and rugged hplc methods from a physico chemical point of view are provided this book elucidates the role of hplc throughout the entire drug
development process from drug candidate inception to marketed drug product and gives detailed specifics of hplc application in each stage of drug development the latest
advancements and trends in hyphenated and specialized hplc techniques lc ms lc nmr preparative hplc high temperature hplc high pressure liquid chromatography are
also discussed liquid chromatography in clinical analysis analytical chemistry a practical approach is the only chemical analysis text with an emphasis on active learning
giving students step by step guidance on how the key principles of analytical science are applied in a range of practical real world contexts this book is a printed edition of
the special issue power transformer diagnostics monitoring and design features that was published in energies this book consists of a series of 82 precise easy to read
articles by internationally renowned scientists and emphasizes the practical approach to hplc with minimal theory although the underlying principles for peptide and
protein separations are clearly expressed all of the major modes of microbore ultrafast and analytical hplc are discussed including size exclusion ion exchange reversed
phase hydrophobic interaction and affinity and immunoaffinity chromatography a section on preparative hplc including displacement techniques is also presented problem
solving approaches to the separation of various classes of biologically active peptides and proteins are thoroughly explored while the importance of peptide standards for
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monitoring column performance and for optimizing separation conditions is emphasized several articles focus on the choice of the correct detection method
electrochemical uv fluorescence as well as the need for a proper knowledge of approaches to column and instrument maintenance and trouble shooting a section on
predictive approaches deals with both computer simulation of peptide separations and peptide structure the book also includes complementary techniques to hplc as well
as other useful applications of hplc it enables both novice and experienced chromatographers to realize the full potential of this extremely powerful technique in the
process making an important contribution to scientific literature dairy foods account for a large portion of the western diet but due to the potential diversity of their
sources this food group often poses a challenge for food scientists and their research efforts bringing together the foremost minds in dairy research handbook of dairy
foods analysis second edition compiles the top dairy analysis techniques and methodologies from around the world into one well organized volume exceptionally
comprehensive in both its detailing of methods and the range of dairy products covered this handbook includes tools for analyzing chemical and biochemical compounds
and also bioactive peptides prebiotics and probiotics it describes noninvasive chemical and physical sensors and starter cultures used in quality control this second edition
includes four brand new chapters covering the analytical techniques and methodologies for determining bioactive peptides preservatives activity of endogenous enzymes
and sensory perception of dairy foods and all other chapters have been adapted to recent research all other chapters have been thoroughly updated key features explains
analytical tools available for the analysis of the chemistry and biochemistry of dairy foods covers a variety of dairy foods including milk cheese butter yogurt and ice cream
analysis of nutritional quality includes prebiotics probiotics essential amino acids bioactive peptides and healthy vegetable origin compounds includes a series of chapters
on analyzing sensory qualities including color texture and flavor covering the gamut of dairy analysis techniques the book discusses current methods for the analysis of
chemical and nutritional compounds and the detection of microorganisms allergens contaminants and or other adulterations including those of environmental origin or
introduced during processing other methodologies used to evaluate color texture and flavor are also discussed written by an international panel of distinguished
contributors under the editorial guidance of renowned authorities fidel toldrá and leo m l nollet this handbook is one of the few references that is completely devoted to
dairy food analysis an extremely valuable reference for those in the dairy research processing and manufacturing industries introduction to the general principles of hplc
hplc instrumentation mobile phases detection methods separation of free amino acids resolution of amino acids as diastereomeric derivatives advances in clinical
chemistry provides an engaging account of how genetic abnormalities neurobiology and neuropsychology work in concert to manifest cognitive behavioral dysfunction the
authors have woven the various molecular genetic genomic neurophysiological and neurobehavioral threads together into a cohesive fabric of human genes brain and
behavior the first section provides and introduction to neurobehavioral disorders and their phenotypes in order to investigate the pathway between genes and behavior
the second section covers autosomal disorders that produce neurobehavioral dysfunction including neurofibromatosis prader willi syndrome and tuberous sclerosis among
others the final section considers x linked disorders in which syndromal and nonsyndromal forms of xlmr are present it includes the first comprehensive account of the
genotype and phenotype in fraxe the other fragile x mutation hemoglobin and hemoglobinologists this volume hemoglobin disorders molecular methods and protocols will
be introduced with a review of the great milestones in the field and the scientists responsible for those achievements the history of hemoglobin can be divided into three
periods the classical period the modern period and the post modern period i am inclined to include as the four major members of the classical period francis roughton
quentin gibson jeffries wyman and linus pauling not only because of their achievements but also because of the superb scientists they trained and or influenced francis
john worsely roughton 1899 1972 fig 1 in his laboratory at trinity college in cambridge england made the first measurements of the rapid reaction of oxygen with
hemoglobin at the millisecond scale at first by flow mixing methods and later by flash photolysis he not only opened an era of molecular research of hemoglobin but also
invented the methodology for fast reactions through the use of laser technology which was later improved by others so that even faster reactions could be detected
another contribution of roughton was the education of quentin h gibson fig 2 his favorite s dent who in his laboratory in sheffield continued to expand the horizon of ligand
binding to hemoglobin defining the oxygen binding constants for each of the hemes of hemoglobin though this did not as expected solve the und lying mechanism of ligand
cooperativity as discussed below it was nonet less an important milestone urolithiasis is a common disorder which is recognised in most parts of the world and occurs in
both man and animals the multifactorial nature of the problem requires an interdisciplinary approach which has always been a feature of this series of international
symposia which started in leeds in 1968 and has progressed at four yearly intervals through madrid davos and williamsburg the latest meeting at garmisch partenkirchen
in april 1984 involved 302 participants from all five continents the major emphasis of the meeting was to blend the basic and clinical research on urolithiasis
comprehensive reviews of the major areas of current research were presented by invited speakers all internationally recognized experts in their fields from more than 250
submitted abstracts 18 were selected for oral presentation and the remainder presented at three afternoon poster sessions which provided an opportunity for informal and
more lengthy discussions of the work on display the meeting also included three ad hoc evening discussions on how to approach various unsolved questions in the clinical
and laboratory evaluation of stone patients and four round table discussions involving specialists in the field who debated the theoretical aspects of stone formation in the
urinary tract the measurement of inhibitory activity of urine the treatment of idiopathic stones with drugs and the nature and treatment of stones arising from urinary
tract infection thoroughly rewritten and enlarged this timely second edition of an indispensable resource provides comprehensive coverage of the most recent advances in
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protecting the skin from harmful ultraviolet a uva and ultraviolet b uvb radiation provides users of hplc equipment with a comprehensive text for troubleshooting and
maintaining hplc systems describes how the chromatographer can maintain the hplc system in operating condition what to look for and do to prevent and solve hplc
problems and what can and should be done before calling a service representative organized into chapters which basically represent the typical components of the hplc
system with each chapter describing a basic element of the hplc system in terms of maintenance and solving system problems arranged as a guide and working manual to
help the chromatographer reduce instrument downtime allowing for more efficiency and cost effectiveness in the hplc laboratory dairy science four volume set includes
the study of milk and milk derived food products examining the biological chemical physical and microbiological aspects of milk itself as well as the technological
processing aspects of the transformation of milk into its various consumer products including beverages fermented products concentrated and dried products butter and
ice cream this new edition includes information on the possible impact of genetic modification of dairy animals safety concerns of raw milk and raw milk products peptides
in milk dairy based allergies packaging and shelf life and other topics of importance and interest to those in dairy research and industry fully reviewed revised and
updated with the latest developments in dairy science full color inserts in each volume illustrate key concepts extended index for easily locating information food borne
diseases including those via dairy products have been recognised as major threats to human health the causes associated with dairy food borne disease are the use of raw
milk in the manufacture of dairy products faulty processing conditions during the heat treatment of milk post processing contamination failure in due diligence and an
unhygienic water supply dairy food borne diseases affecting human health are associated with certain strains of bacteria belonging to the genera of clostridium bacillus
escherichia staphylococcus and listeria which are capable of producing toxins plus moulds that can produce mycotoxins such as aflatoxins sterigmatocytin and ochratoxin
microbial toxins in dairy products reviews the latest scientific knowledge and developments for detecting and studying the presence of these toxins in dairy products
updating the analytical techniques required to examine bacterial and mould toxins and the potential for contamination of milk as it passes along the food chain i e from
farm to fork this comprehensive and accessible collection of techniques will help dairy processors food scientists technologists researchers and students to further
minimise the incidences of dairy food borne illnesses in humans
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Recombinant DNA Technical Bulletin
1977

modern liquid chromatography of macromolecules

Technical Bulletin
1978

for food scientists high performance liquid chromatography hplc is a powerful tool for product composition testing and assuring product quality since the last edition of
this volume was published great strides have been made in hplc analysis techniques with particular attention given to miniaturization automatization and green chemistry
thoroughly updated and revised food analysis by hplc third edition offers practical and immediately applicable information on all major topics of food components
analyzable by hplc maintaining the rigorous standards that made the previous editions so successful and lauded by food scientists worldwide this third edition examines
recent trends in hplc hplc separation techniques for amino acids peptides proteins neutral lipids phospholipids carbohydrates alcohols vitamins and organic acids hplc
analysis techniques for sweeteners colorants preservatives and antioxidants hplc determinations of residues of mycotoxins antimicrobials carbamates organochlorines
organophosphates herbicides fungicides and nitrosamines hplc determinations of residues of growth promoters endocrine disrupting chemicals polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons polychlorinated biphenyls and dioxins hplc applications for the analysis of phenolic compounds anthocyanins betalains organic bases anions and cations
presenting specific and practical applications to food chemistry the contributors provide detailed and systematic instructions on sample preparation and separation
conditions the book is an essential reference for those in the fields of chromatography analytical chemistry and especially food chemistry and food technology

Modern Liquid Chromatography of Macromolecules
2000-04-01

this revision brings the reader completely up to date on the evolving methods associated with increasingly more complex sample types analyzed using high performance
liquid chromatography or hplc the book also incorporates updated discussions of many of the fundamental components of hplc systems and practical issues associated
with the use of this analytical method this edition includes new or expanded treatments of sample preparation computer assisted method development as well as
biochemical samples and chiral separations

Food Analysis by HPLC, Third Edition
2012-11-16

chromatography has many roles in forensic science ranging from toxicology to environmental analysis in particular high performance liquid chromatography hplc is a
primary method of analysis in many types of laboratories maintaining a balance between practical solutions and the theoretical considerations involved in hplc analysis
forensic app

Practical HPLC Method Development
2012-12-03

completely revised to reflect the innovations in hplc from the past decade this authoritative reference presents practical strategies for the evaluation and analysis of
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proteins peptides and polynucleotides offering class specific applications for the characterization and fractionation of biological macromolecules the book contains
material on organic supports size exclusion ion exchange hydrophobic interaction and metal interaction chromatography leading experts summarize specialized detection
systems provides discussions on the chemical and biological properties of specific biomolecules include detailed guidelines for the development of analytical techniques
and more

Forensic Applications of High Performance Liquid Chromatography
2017-07-27

food analysis by hplc second edition presents an exhaustive compilation of analytical methods that belong in the toolbox of every practicing food chemist topics covered
include biosensors bmo s nanoscale analysis systems food authenticity radionuclides concentration meat factors and meat quality particle size analysis and scanning
colorimity it also analyzes peptides carbohydrates vitamins and food additives and contains chapters on alcohols phenolic compounds pigments and residues of growth
promoters attuned to contemporary food industry concerns this bestselling classic also features topical coverage of the quantification of genetically modified organisms in
food

Hplc Of Biological Macro- Molecules, Revised And Expanded
2002-01-08

details the principles and mechanisms of and the equipment and optimal working conditions for the liquid chromatographic separation of well defined oligomeric species
and fraction with narrow molecular weight distribution the work provides a complete description of the applications and possible performance of liquid chromatography in
the field of oligomer separation

Food Analysis by HPLC, Second Edition
2000-04-05

hplc for pharmaceutical scientists is an excellent book for both novice and experienced pharmaceutical chemists who regularly use hplc as an analytical tool to solve
challenging problems in the pharmaceutical industry it provides a unified approach to hplc with an equal and balanced treatment of the theory and practice of hplc in the
pharmaceutical industry in depth discussion of retention processes modern hplc separation theory properties of stationary phases and columns are well blended with the
practical aspects of fast and effective method development and method validation practical and pragmatic approaches and actual examples of effective development of
selective and rugged hplc methods from a physico chemical point of view are provided this book elucidates the role of hplc throughout the entire drug development
process from drug candidate inception to marketed drug product and gives detailed specifics of hplc application in each stage of drug development the latest
advancements and trends in hyphenated and specialized hplc techniques lc ms lc nmr preparative hplc high temperature hplc high pressure liquid chromatography are
also discussed

Liquid Chromatography of Oligomers
1996-06-06

liquid chromatography in clinical analysis
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HPLC for Pharmaceutical Scientists
2007-02-16

analytical chemistry a practical approach is the only chemical analysis text with an emphasis on active learning giving students step by step guidance on how the key
principles of analytical science are applied in a range of practical real world contexts

LC GC
1988

this book is a printed edition of the special issue power transformer diagnostics monitoring and design features that was published in energies

Liquid Chromatography in Clinical Analysis
2008-02-07

this book consists of a series of 82 precise easy to read articles by internationally renowned scientists and emphasizes the practical approach to hplc with minimal theory
although the underlying principles for peptide and protein separations are clearly expressed all of the major modes of microbore ultrafast and analytical hplc are
discussed including size exclusion ion exchange reversed phase hydrophobic interaction and affinity and immunoaffinity chromatography a section on preparative hplc
including displacement techniques is also presented problem solving approaches to the separation of various classes of biologically active peptides and proteins are
thoroughly explored while the importance of peptide standards for monitoring column performance and for optimizing separation conditions is emphasized several articles
focus on the choice of the correct detection method electrochemical uv fluorescence as well as the need for a proper knowledge of approaches to column and instrument
maintenance and trouble shooting a section on predictive approaches deals with both computer simulation of peptide separations and peptide structure the book also
includes complementary techniques to hplc as well as other useful applications of hplc it enables both novice and experienced chromatographers to realize the full
potential of this extremely powerful technique in the process making an important contribution to scientific literature

General Technical Report WO.
1975

dairy foods account for a large portion of the western diet but due to the potential diversity of their sources this food group often poses a challenge for food scientists and
their research efforts bringing together the foremost minds in dairy research handbook of dairy foods analysis second edition compiles the top dairy analysis techniques
and methodologies from around the world into one well organized volume exceptionally comprehensive in both its detailing of methods and the range of dairy products
covered this handbook includes tools for analyzing chemical and biochemical compounds and also bioactive peptides prebiotics and probiotics it describes noninvasive
chemical and physical sensors and starter cultures used in quality control this second edition includes four brand new chapters covering the analytical techniques and
methodologies for determining bioactive peptides preservatives activity of endogenous enzymes and sensory perception of dairy foods and all other chapters have been
adapted to recent research all other chapters have been thoroughly updated key features explains analytical tools available for the analysis of the chemistry and
biochemistry of dairy foods covers a variety of dairy foods including milk cheese butter yogurt and ice cream analysis of nutritional quality includes prebiotics probiotics
essential amino acids bioactive peptides and healthy vegetable origin compounds includes a series of chapters on analyzing sensory qualities including color texture and
flavor covering the gamut of dairy analysis techniques the book discusses current methods for the analysis of chemical and nutritional compounds and the detection of
microorganisms allergens contaminants and or other adulterations including those of environmental origin or introduced during processing other methodologies used to
evaluate color texture and flavor are also discussed written by an international panel of distinguished contributors under the editorial guidance of renowned authorities
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fidel toldrá and leo m l nollet this handbook is one of the few references that is completely devoted to dairy food analysis an extremely valuable reference for those in the
dairy research processing and manufacturing industries

Analytical Chemistry
2019

introduction to the general principles of hplc hplc instrumentation mobile phases detection methods separation of free amino acids resolution of amino acids as
diastereomeric derivatives

National Gallery Technical Bulletin
2012

advances in clinical chemistry

Power Transformer Diagnostics, Monitoring and Design Features
2019-01-09

provides an engaging account of how genetic abnormalities neurobiology and neuropsychology work in concert to manifest cognitive behavioral dysfunction the authors
have woven the various molecular genetic genomic neurophysiological and neurobehavioral threads together into a cohesive fabric of human genes brain and behavior the
first section provides and introduction to neurobehavioral disorders and their phenotypes in order to investigate the pathway between genes and behavior the second
section covers autosomal disorders that produce neurobehavioral dysfunction including neurofibromatosis prader willi syndrome and tuberous sclerosis among others the
final section considers x linked disorders in which syndromal and nonsyndromal forms of xlmr are present it includes the first comprehensive account of the genotype and
phenotype in fraxe the other fragile x mutation

Bulletin
1993

hemoglobin and hemoglobinologists this volume hemoglobin disorders molecular methods and protocols will be introduced with a review of the great milestones in the
field and the scientists responsible for those achievements the history of hemoglobin can be divided into three periods the classical period the modern period and the post
modern period i am inclined to include as the four major members of the classical period francis roughton quentin gibson jeffries wyman and linus pauling not only
because of their achievements but also because of the superb scientists they trained and or influenced francis john worsely roughton 1899 1972 fig 1 in his laboratory at
trinity college in cambridge england made the first measurements of the rapid reaction of oxygen with hemoglobin at the millisecond scale at first by flow mixing methods
and later by flash photolysis he not only opened an era of molecular research of hemoglobin but also invented the methodology for fast reactions through the use of laser
technology which was later improved by others so that even faster reactions could be detected another contribution of roughton was the education of quentin h gibson fig
2 his favorite s dent who in his laboratory in sheffield continued to expand the horizon of ligand binding to hemoglobin defining the oxygen binding constants for each of
the hemes of hemoglobin though this did not as expected solve the und lying mechanism of ligand cooperativity as discussed below it was nonet less an important
milestone
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High-Performance Liquid Chromatography of Peptides and Proteins
2017-11-22

urolithiasis is a common disorder which is recognised in most parts of the world and occurs in both man and animals the multifactorial nature of the problem requires an
interdisciplinary approach which has always been a feature of this series of international symposia which started in leeds in 1968 and has progressed at four yearly
intervals through madrid davos and williamsburg the latest meeting at garmisch partenkirchen in april 1984 involved 302 participants from all five continents the major
emphasis of the meeting was to blend the basic and clinical research on urolithiasis comprehensive reviews of the major areas of current research were presented by
invited speakers all internationally recognized experts in their fields from more than 250 submitted abstracts 18 were selected for oral presentation and the remainder
presented at three afternoon poster sessions which provided an opportunity for informal and more lengthy discussions of the work on display the meeting also included
three ad hoc evening discussions on how to approach various unsolved questions in the clinical and laboratory evaluation of stone patients and four round table
discussions involving specialists in the field who debated the theoretical aspects of stone formation in the urinary tract the measurement of inhibitory activity of urine the
treatment of idiopathic stones with drugs and the nature and treatment of stones arising from urinary tract infection

Handbook of Dairy Foods Analysis
2021-03-23

thoroughly rewritten and enlarged this timely second edition of an indispensable resource provides comprehensive coverage of the most recent advances in protecting the
skin from harmful ultraviolet a uva and ultraviolet b uvb radiation

1979 Research Accomplishments
1980

provides users of hplc equipment with a comprehensive text for troubleshooting and maintaining hplc systems describes how the chromatographer can maintain the hplc
system in operating condition what to look for and do to prevent and solve hplc problems and what can and should be done before calling a service representative
organized into chapters which basically represent the typical components of the hplc system with each chapter describing a basic element of the hplc system in terms of
maintenance and solving system problems arranged as a guide and working manual to help the chromatographer reduce instrument downtime allowing for more
efficiency and cost effectiveness in the hplc laboratory

HDBK HPLC FOR SEPARATION AMINO ACIDS PEPTIDES & PROTEINS
1984-07-02

dairy science four volume set includes the study of milk and milk derived food products examining the biological chemical physical and microbiological aspects of milk
itself as well as the technological processing aspects of the transformation of milk into its various consumer products including beverages fermented products
concentrated and dried products butter and ice cream this new edition includes information on the possible impact of genetic modification of dairy animals safety
concerns of raw milk and raw milk products peptides in milk dairy based allergies packaging and shelf life and other topics of importance and interest to those in dairy
research and industry fully reviewed revised and updated with the latest developments in dairy science full color inserts in each volume illustrate key concepts extended
index for easily locating information
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Technical Bulletin
1986

food borne diseases including those via dairy products have been recognised as major threats to human health the causes associated with dairy food borne disease are the
use of raw milk in the manufacture of dairy products faulty processing conditions during the heat treatment of milk post processing contamination failure in due diligence
and an unhygienic water supply dairy food borne diseases affecting human health are associated with certain strains of bacteria belonging to the genera of clostridium
bacillus escherichia staphylococcus and listeria which are capable of producing toxins plus moulds that can produce mycotoxins such as aflatoxins sterigmatocytin and
ochratoxin microbial toxins in dairy products reviews the latest scientific knowledge and developments for detecting and studying the presence of these toxins in dairy
products updating the analytical techniques required to examine bacterial and mould toxins and the potential for contamination of milk as it passes along the food chain i
e from farm to fork this comprehensive and accessible collection of techniques will help dairy processors food scientists technologists researchers and students to further
minimise the incidences of dairy food borne illnesses in humans

Liquid Chromatography
1985

Advances in Clinical Chemistry
1980-07-21

American Laboratory
2007

Liquid Chromatography in Environmental Analysis
2013-11-11

Biochemical and Organic Compounds for Research and Diagnostic Clinical Reagents
1995

Hemoglobin Disorders
2008-02-01
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Journal of Analytical Toxicology
1982

ASTM Standardization News
1982

Industrial Research & Development
1983-07

Urolithiasis and Related Clinical Research
2012-12-06

The Journal of NIH Research
1992

Sunscreens: Development: Evaluation, and Regulatory Aspects
1996-11-19

Maintaining and Troubleshooting HPLC Systems
1981-05-06

Danish Medical Bulletin
1954
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Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences
2011-03-25

Research & Development
1986

Products for Life Science Research
2008

Microbial Toxins in Dairy Products
2017-01-03
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